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BIG IRON COMPUTERS BEGAN LIFE BACK IN THE EARLY 1950S AND ARE 

STILL IN USE TODAY



MAINFRAME OPERATOR - JENNY

• Early mainframe models had 

virtually no user interface, typically 

punched cards, paper tape, or 

magnetic tape to transfer data and 

programs.

• In the 1970s mainframes did gain a 

functioning user interface and 

these machines were often 

operated on a time-sharing basis, 

an operating model that helped the 

mainframe owner reap some 

financial reward for their huge 

outlay.



THE EVOLUTION AND ROLE OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS

Main Frame era 1950-
1960s

Used for data processing 

Users (Time Shared)

Manufacturing Resources Planning systems 
introduced

Only Large Organisations could afford 

PC Revolution era 1975-

Altair 8800 born in 1975

Apple was born

IBM PC was born 1981

Microsoft operating system born (DOS)

Client Server Era mid-
1980s

Local Area Network (LAN) 

Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) systems 
born with SAP leading

The World Wide Web Era 
1989

Internet first  invented in 1969 was used by 
universities and Government agencies

First emails sent in 1970s with LAN emails in 
1980s

In 1989, Tim Berners-Lee developed simpler 
way, World Wide Web

1991 the National Science Foundation lifted 
restrictions on use of internet

1994 eBay and amazon formed

Dot com bust in 2000

Web 2.0 2000

Interactive websites

Social media

Blogging

Video and Music Streaming

Post PC World late 
2000s

PC sales on the decline

Tablets and Smartphones Taken off

Lumen Information systems



THE ERAS OF BUSINESS COMPUTING



Image: Deloitte University Press

Computing power

Digital storage

Bandwidth

TECHNOLOGIES DRIVING WAVE OF EXPONENTIAL INNOVATION

https://dupress.deloitte.com/dup-us-en/industry/technology/from-exponential-technologies-to-exponential-innovation.html


TYPICAL IT PROFESSIONAL ROLES 

Work in the background to 
maintain and support IT 

infrastructure and systems

Viewed as Cost Center hence 
most IT Departments report to 

Finance

IT is viewed as an expense 
largely with few strategic 

advantages however short 
lived

IT is viewed as a tool and the 
professionals are sometimes 
knows as techies being used 
to carry out mundane task 

such as fixing the telephone 
system to helping someone 

with their Excel formulae

IT professionals are  know as 
“my Tech guy” who speak a 

complicated language

IT professionals struggle to 
articulate business value and 
most cases their proposals do 

not see the light of day

IT professionals are generally 
seized with business as usual 
continuity with not much time 

spent on taking part in the 
business strategy of the 

company leaving this mainly 
to their Finance colleagues



IT DOESN’T MATTER – HARVARD REVIEW MAY 2003

 Acknowledged the strategic importance of IT however argues this was mistaken due to high costs of IT projects costs.

 “What makes a resource truly strategic—what gives it the capacity to be the basis for a sustained competitive advantage—is 
not ubiquity but scarcity”. 

 Vanishing Advantage – The trap that executives often fall into, however, is assuming that opportunities for advantage will 
be available indefinitely. In actuality, the window for gaining advantage from an infrastructural technology is open only 
briefly

 Too Much of a Good Thing - As many experts have pointed out, the overinvestment in information technology in the 1990s 
echoes the overinvestment in railroads in the 1860s.

 The Commoditization of IT -Although more complex and malleable than its predecessors, IT has all the hallmarks of an 
infrastructural technology

 What About the Vendors? - The rapidly increasing affordability of IT functionality has not only democratized the computer 
revolution but destroyed competitors. Even the most cutting-edge IT capabilities quickly become available to all.

Nicholas G. Carr



THE WORLD HAS CHANGED…

 Is it temporary?

 The world has changed – and will continue to change –

fundamentally

 There is no way to go back to the way things used to be

 Old models and methods of doing business have been 

superseded

 Is it minor?

 This is a paradigm shift: a whole new way of thinking and 

understanding

 The game has changed

 The balance of power has moved



TECHNOLOGIES ASSOCIATED WITH DIGITAL BUSINESS



ST. PETER’S SQUARE IN 2005 POPE BENEDICT’S SELECTION



ST. PETER'S BASILICA AT THE VATICAN, 2013 POPE FRANCIS SELECTION



GEN Z- IGEN, POST-MILLENNIALS OR SCREENAGERS

14



CUSTOMER EXPECTATIONS HAVE CHANGED

Wow 
Me

• Digital and Mobile first 

• Anytime / anywhere access

• Chat is the preferred way to interact

• Conversations need to 
span channels

• Solutions, not products

• Price the relationship

• Wants to own the decision making process

• Advice only when needed

• Allow other businesses to access my bank 
information

The equilibrium of the relationship has 

permanently shifted to the customer



BUSINESS CHALLENGES AND CONSIDERATIONS

FOR THE COVID-19 OUTBREAK

Difficulties for 
employees to 

commute to work 
resulting in the 

inability to produce 
or serve customers 

(65%);

Sales decline (59%)

Insufficient liquidity 
(43%)

For the services 
sector, the fourth 

biggest challenge is 
the difficulty of 

recruiting new staff 
and rising labour 

costs (25%).

ACCA Member survey -Mainland China and Hong Kong SAR



INDUSTRIES AFFECTED THE MOST BY COVID-19

Airline Tourism Sports

Financial 
Markets

Retail, 
Marketplaces, 
Restaurants

Entertainment

https://www.marketwatch.com/



NOT ALL DOOM AND GLOOM -WINNERS

Zoom 50% up
Youtube/Netflix 

Up
Retailers –Up 
e.g. Amazon

Virtual Fitness 
Classes and 

Gym Equipment

Home Delivery 
platforms

Al Jazeera



DIGITAL BUSINESS

Digital business is the creation of 
new business designs by blurring 
the digital and physical worlds. 

Digital business promises to 
usher in an unprecedented 

convergence of people, business, 
and things that disrupts existing 

business models. Gartner



DIGITAL STRATEGY & TRANSFORMATION

Digital business transformation is the 
process of exploiting digital 

technologies and supporting 
capabilities to create a robust new 
digital business model. – Gartner

IT Strategy is a technical answer to a 
business question: “How will IT help 
the business win?”. It assumes the 

business strategy is set, then 
considers how to use IT to make that 

strategy successful. IT Strategy is 
usually conducted downstream of/ 
after business strategy. - Gartner

Digital Business Strategy is a business 
answer to a digital question: “How 

should our business evolve to survive 
and thrive in an increasingly digital 
world?” It is not a separate strategy, 

but instead a lens on business 
strategy. All aspects of the business 

strategy should be informed by digital 
considerations. - Gartner



DIGITAL BUSINESS AND DIGITALIZATION

Digital business transformation is 
about doing things differently –

creating new business designs by using 
digital technologies in combination to 

blur the boundary between the physical 
and the virtual worlds.

Automate or digitalize?

Is it automation or digitalization? Is 
there really a difference? Or is it just a 
matter of degree? You could argue that 

digitalization is just extending 
automation. But Gartner uses 

“digitalization” to emphasize that the 
goal is to create and deliver new value 
to customers, not just to improve what 

is already being done or offered.



D IGITA L  IS  EAT ING T H E  WO RL D

 With the advent of technologies like mobile, social, cloud, and 

cognitive technologies,3D printing, robotics, blockchain, artificial 

an augmented intelligence, drones, nanotechnology, and virtual 

reality we can say with certainty  “Digital is eating the physical, 

industrial world.”

 The benefits from new digital technologies accrue only when 

companies change their organizational architecture—their 

structure, process, decision rights, interfirm relationships, 

resource allocation logic, incentives, and rewards.

 Simply overlaying technology, however powerful, on existing 

organizational architectures does not work.

V e n k a t  V e n k a t r a m a n - T h e  D i g i t a l  

M a t r i x  B o o k



DIGITAL APPROACHES



AN EXAMPLE OF A DIGITAL ROADMAP





DOMINO’S PIZZA VERSION OF GOING DIGITAL



DISCOVER GE DIGITAL_ THE DIGITAL INDUSTRIAL COMPANY VIDEO



DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION IS ABOUT TALENT AND NOT TECHNOLOGY

 “Contrary to popular belief, digital transformation is less about technology, and more about people.”

 “You can pretty much buy any technology, but your ability to adapt to an even more digital future depends on developing the next generation of skills, closing the gap 
between talent supply”

 Reskill and Upskill : people so they adjust to change

 Mentor and Coach people:  for the current and future leaders across a wide range of industries, helping them ready themselves for an even-moredigital future

 Put people first: “when leaders think about investing in technology, they should first think about investing in the people who can make that technology useful”.

 Focus on soft skills: Just as digital transformation is more about people rather than technology, the key technological skills are soft skills rather than hard skills.

 Drive change from the top: The idea of bottom-up or grassroots change is both romantic and intuitive, but in reality, change is much more likely to happen if you 
drive it from the top down.

 Make sure you’re acting on data insights: A much bigger competitive advantage is to harness valuable data, having the necessary skills to translate that data into 
meaningful insights, and above all being able to act on those insights.

 If you can’t fail fast, make sure you succeed slowly: The statements that speed is king, that action is key, that perfect is the enemy of good, and that you should be 
willing and eager to fail fast, have all become clichés in management thinking.

Becky Frankiewicz and Tomas Chamorro-Premuzic May 2020



DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION DREAM TEAMS 8 PEOPLE YOU NEED

1. The digital transformation lead - The lead will have a balance of tech- and business-enabling skills to ensure both sound technical solutions 
and the achievement of business objectives.

2. The change champion - These evangelists will market and sell digital capabilities both internally and externally.

3. The technical engineer -“They have a good understanding of various technology architectures and integration patterns to leverage existing 
capabilities, and [are] able to plug-in and plug-out both internal and external capabilities,” 

4. The business expert - This is the subject matter expert on the particular function or process being transformed.

5. The data architect - This clutch player will outline the different uses cases for data collection and guide how analytics projects will be 
implemented across the organization, 

6. The UX/CX professional – The user or customer experience experts focus on making sure technology solutions are developed with the end-
user in mind.

7. The financial analyst - This team member is responsible for developing the business case and financial-value framework for the initiative.

8. The critical hacker - They will ensure that the functionality is ready for pilots and meets the success criteria established by the owners of the 
project or program, 



MAINFRAMES ARE THUS THE ULTIMATE TECH SURVIVOR





CALL TO ACTION!

Go Back to 
Basics!

Make  choices 
about your 

Career, Own it

Make  Informed 
choices on the 
which path to 

follow!

Get a mentor 
/coach

Experiment

Know the 
emerging Digital 
Business Trends 
and Technologies

Re-skill and Upskill



STORY OF EVERYBODY, SOMEBODY, NOBODY, ANYBODY

 This is a little story about four people named Everybody, Somebody, Anybody, and Nobody. 

 There was an important job to be done and Everybody was sure that Somebody would do it. 

 Anybody could have done it, but Nobody did it. 

 Somebody got angry about that because it was Everybody's job. 

 Everybody thought that Anybody could do it, but Nobody realized that Everybody wouldn't do it. 

 It ended up that Everybody blamed Somebody when Nobody did what Anybody could have done 



ABOUT THE SPEAKER

 Over nineteen years’ experience of software enterprise resource planning implementation, demonstrating 

consistent success in leading technology deployments, training and innovation throughout tenure. Instrumental 

in envisaging and developing innovative technology solutions for business challenges in over several African 

countries. Founded two Microsoft partners in Zimbabwe. Strengths include software development in Microsoft 

Dynamics ERP, CRM and other Microsoft platforms, software architecture, envisaging, training, mentoring, 

leading, strong people skills, presentation, business analysis, proposal writing, report writing, negotiation & 

strategic planning skills, strategic tools such as balanced scorecard and communication skills. Worked in 

consulting, united nations, non-governmental organisations and user environments. Implemented solutions in 

Financial, Legal, Manufacturing, Retail, Distribution, Healthcare, Education and Public sectors. 

 Founded in 2003 a Microsoft partner from an almost zero financial investment, weathered the Zimbabwe 

economic crisis from 2003-2008 with financial growth from 2009 (dollarized era) to 2012 of 500%. The 

company has a footprint of work done in 17 African countries where they either were outsourced or deployed or 

trained Microsoft Dynamics Solutions. Two of the company’s customer references were featured in the global 

Microsoft Public sector publications for innovation.  In 2016 founded another IT firm with a strong focus on 

Financial Services and in 18 months the business had generated over  a 6 digit figure in revenues. A budding 

Business and Angel Investor with interest in Telecoms, Technology, Healthcare, Education and Agro-processing 

firms around Africa. Speaker sits in various boards,  have been Vice President in a BMO, authored a book, 

mentors start-ups, Technology trainer and Rotarian.
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